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More styles available.

Prices Subject to Change. 

Size availability varies.



212966 CHARACTER COAT

This coat is full of practical details such as a full lining, zip 
chin guard and reflective piping on the pockets. But our 
favourite feature is the 3D spikes down the hood and back 
that transforms cute little ones into roarsome dinos as soon 
as they step outside!

From €27.95 RRP €69.95



212939 PERFORMANCE JACKET 1-12 YEARS NOW €39.95 RRP €79.95

Make sure your little adventurer can go up against the 
elements in style - whether it’s a rainy and windy walk to 
school or braving a washed out weekend - this new 
performance coat ticks all the boxes. Water resistant, 
padded for warmth and with a peaked hood and many 
other functional features, it's a piece of outerwear that will 
make sure Mother Nature can't spoil any of his plans.



We’ve added a fleece lining to this waterproof coat to make it extra warm. 
Featuring an eye-catching hand-drawn print to make even the rainiest of days 
a little bit brighter. Perfect for journeys to school, weekend adventures and 
everything in between.

Now €31.95 RRP €59.95

Waterfall  211219 



21123 RubberCoat

We think that every childhood should be filled with puddle jumping and dancing in the 
rain so we've made sure that nothing can stop them doing that with this jacket. Part of 
our Right as Rain collection, it is made from a waterproof material and has taped seams, 
so no water can get through to their clothes. And that means only one thing - playtime 
never has to end! The pretty print makes it a statement piece that can be worn even 
when the rain has stopped.

Now €33.95 RRP €47.95



211527 LIGHTWEIGHT QUILTED JACKET

Now €29.95. RRP €49.95



Lightweight Gilet 

Part of our Warm Welcome collection, this super lightweight, quilted 
gilet is perfect for those moments when another layer is needed. As 
pretty as it is practical it's complete with all the colourful little details 

you’ve come to expect.

Now €11.95 RRP 39.95 



210520 DRESS 

Sunshine is required and an ice cream optional (but strongly advised) when 
she wears this jersey dress. We’ve added a timeless floral print she’ll love, an 
elasticated waist for comfort and pocket details which are perfect for 
collecting shells on her coastal adventures. Made from 100% cotton and a 
durable material, it’s great for passing down to siblings when she eventually 
grows out of it.

FROM 15.95 RRP €29.95



Our favourite screen print t-shirt is back with a whole new eye-catching graphic and 
in hardwearing but super soft cotton. Perfect for any adventure that comes their 
way. From €8.95 RRP 19.95

Sometimes there's nothing better, or easier to throw on during busy 
mornings, than a classic polo shirt. This one has an all over stripe that 
he'll love, short sleeves and contrast collar and cuffs. And if that's not 
enough to make it great for the everyday, it's also crafted from 100% 
cotton so it's sturdy too. From €10.95 RRP 19.95


